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Next generation sequencing platforms are now well implanted in sequencing
centres and some laboratories. Upcoming smaller scale machines such as the 454 junior
from Roche or the MiSeq from Illumina will increase the number of laboratories hosting a sequencer. In
such a context, it is important to provide these teams with an easily manageable environment to store and
process the produced reads.

NG6 v2.0

http://ng6.toulouse.inra.fr/

NG6 is an information system providing a set of automated
analysis pipelines built to process NGS (Next Generation
Sequencing) data which can be executed locally or in a cluster
environment. The v2.0 is built upon the jflow workflow
management system. As a typo3 plug-in, NG6 can easily be
included in any web site built with this CMS.
Using jflow allow to access all NG6 workflows from both jflow
command line interface and from the graphical user interface.
Thus, users can list available workflows and their states, run
and monitor them.

Implementation
NG6 offers three user statuses associated to a run
(administrator, manager and member) and two data access levels:
public and private.
If the connected user is a project administrator, he will be able
to run available workflows within the graphical user interface.
Once the pipeline execution is over, all newly added analysis and
runs will be flagged as hidden. This is meant to permit the
validation of the run by the team in charge of the sequencer
before data release to manager. When the data are released, the
manager is then allowed to give access to project members.
The connected user will be able to download raw and processed
data and browse through the analysis results, statistics and
parameters.

NG6 includes a workflow environment already containing
pipelines adapted to
different input formats
(sff, fasta, fastq and
qseq),
different
sequencers (roche 454,
Illumina
hiseq
and
miseq)
and
various
analyses : quality check
(casava, illumina, roche
454), rnaseq (hiseq) and
diversity (miseq, roche
454).
Administrator view of a run.

Extending NG6
NG6 has been designed in order to ease adding new analysis
and workflows. To do so, a full API is available.

Once done, the new workflow will be accessible from both
command line interface and NG6 administration view.

Adding new Workflow

Adding new Analysis

To implement a new workflow, the
first step is to write a class
inheriting from the “NG6Workflow”
class and overwriting the “process”
method. In this last method, the
workflow is defined as the
succession of analysis. Moreover, a
property file should be created to
define the workflow parameters.

Adding new analysis component into NG6 requires two steps.
The first one is writing the jflow component of the analysis
using the NG6 API to define the data stored in the database and
the result files stored in the directory structure. Second, a
smartytemplate is specified to set the corresponding analysis
display. While writing the smarty template, the developer has
access to several objects to build the analysis display as wished.
Available workflow list

Upcomming ...

Sources

NG6 can easily be extended to handle data outside of the NGS world such as
metabolomic data which will be the next kind of data handled by the system.

The NG6 code is freely available on the web:
https://mulcyber.toulouse.inra.fr/projects/ng6/.

